The main problem to be discussed here is the following. Find the number of arrangements of n cards marked 1, 2, • • • , n subject to conditions of the type: the card marked H n shall not be jth, the card marked "k" shall not be rth, and so on. A generalization of this problem is also discussed.
The main problem to be discussed here is the following. Find the number of arrangements of n cards marked 1, 2, • • • , n subject to conditions of the type: the card marked H n shall not be jth, the card marked "k" shall not be rth, and so on. A generalization of this problem is also discussed.
A solution of the card matching problem has been given by Kaplansky in [2] . 1 The present solution depends on a somewhat different approach to the problem. Both Kaplansky and I make use of the finite difference operator £, defined by Ef(n) =/(w+l): Kaplansky's solution is based on a symbolic interpretation of the method of inclusion and exclusion; my solution gives a recurrence formula expressing the solution of the problem of matching n cards in terms of the solution of the problems of matching less than n cards. The solution proposed here is capable of giving explicit formulae for several particular cases, for example, the "problème des ménages. " Furthermore, it is capable of being extended to problems of considerably greater generality.
Suppose we have au a^ • • • , a n cards, all considered distinct, of which a r are marked r. It is required to find the number of arrangements of these cards in which none of the cards marked V' appear in any of p r specified places. As an immediate corollary, we also obtain the number of arrangements in which these conditions are violated (1) exactly s times and (2) at most 5 times.
Let prs be the number of places simultaneously forbidden to cards marked rorr, p r8t the number of places simultaneously forbidden to cards marked r, s or t, and so on. The form our solution takes depends on the prst. . . with the largest number of subscripts which does not vanish. We give the following examples.
Case I. All £» = 0. The number of suitable arrangements is £•*+• ' ' +On oi. This is obvious. Case II. Some piT^O, but all pij^O. The number of suitable arrangements is Fi(ai; pi)Fi(a2\ £2) • • • Fi(a n ; p n )0\ where F\{a\ p) ~^2 ( -l) r [a, r] [p, r\E a "" r , the summation being carried out with respect to r which ranges from 0 to min (a, p). Here fa ranges from 0 to min (a ri £r,n~i,n) and F n ***F n (a?\ p*\ p%\ p% t ), where: Note that this gives a reduction formula in which pi, n -i,n are reduced to 0. By permuting the a», repeated applications of the above formula reduce all the pijk to 0, after which the formulas of case III apply.
The general case can now be written down by analogy.
If we wish to find the number of arrangements in which the conditions are violated (1) exactly 5 times and (2) at most s times, we replace 0! by (-l)*[ra-0, s]0! and by (-l)«[m-l-0, s]0\ respectively, where w=X) a * ( see fc] and [4] ). We give a proof for the case III; the extension of the proof to the other cases is obvious.
In the formulas as they stand certain conventions must be made for the cases where some a* or pi reduce to 0. These are:
With these conventions the proof of the theorem is obtained by induction on the sum X^i-If X^i^O, the formula quoted for F n in case III becomes
Hence by induction, Of these arrangements, a n -iF n (ai, • • • , a n _i -1, a n ; pi,
#11, • ' * , #n-l,n -1)0! have a card marked (n -1) in the specified place. Thus
-a n^i F n (ai t • • • , a n _i -1, a n ; pi, • • • , # w _i -1, p n -1;
#12, • • • , pn-i,n -1).
The induction is established by substituting the values in the righthand side of this equation into the recurrence stated for F n . This factorization holds in the most general case and is obvious from first principles, or it can be established by induction. We now give an example illustrating the use of the above formulae. In this example, the condition
For computing purposes, the following remark is useful. If ƒ>»,•=0 (i = l, 2, • • • , r;j = r+l, r+2, • • • , n), then
which is necessary if the problem as stated is to have a meaning, is not satisfied. The result obtained is still useful for two reasons: (1) the problem may be made meaningful by embedding it in a larger problem, for example, by adding ^pi-^pij+Epijk--* * * -ZXv blank cards with no restriction as to where these cards are to be put; (2) the coefficient of E n~k in the polynomial/(E) gives the number of ways of choosing k compatible conditions from the converse conditions and this is always meaningful. (The converse condition to a i is not jth" is defined as the condition a i is jth. (1) the probability of h k-ple matches (simply called matches from here on), and (2) the probability of at most h matches.
A case which is very easily treated by symbolic methods is that of (5+1) decks of cards, s of which are identical, the other deck being different. We also assume that this odd deck has less cards than the other decks. Let the identical decks have ai cards of suit 1, a% cards of suit 2, • • • , a n cards of suit n and let ai+az~\- $i (a -1, p -1) .
Note that the case 5 = 1 (that is, the general two deck case) has first been given by Kaplansky and Fréchet [l and 4] , although a solution by Greville [7] is usually quoted as the first obtained.
We can even generalize the card matching problem as follows. Suppose that there are 5 identical packs of cards, each pack having a* cards, considered as distinct, marked i (i -1, 2, • • • , n). Suppose that the packs be arranged in a rectangular array, each row of the array consisting of all the cards of one pack. Suppose that to cards marked i, we prohibit pi columns in the sense that a column forbidden to cards marked i must not contain 5 cards marked i (although less than s cards marked i is permissible). It is required to find the number of suitable arrangements.
Let pij be the number of columns forbidden simultaneously to cards marked i and j. Similarly p ijk , p ijkh and so on, are defined. We consider only the analogue of case III of our original problem, extension to other cases being obvious. Let pijk = 0 for all i, j, k, but at least one pij^O. The number of suitable arrangements is where r and s range from 1 to w -1; C^^8 ) (a n ; pn -{&1+&2+ • • •
